
µ
The µ [mu] floor tiles offer a new way of

defining time and space. The tiles respond to

changes in the intensity and angle of the light,

resulting in the colour of the tiles appearing to

change subtly over the course of the day. In this

way, the floor can influence the atmosphere of

the space. The result is a dynamic colour effect

that is both playful and surprising.

µ comprises the multicolours white, light grey,

grey, and brown. The colour intensity is

influenced by light, place, and time, meaning

the look of the surface is always new and

surprising. This effect is reinforced by the

format. Some colours are available exclusively

in 60 × 60 centimetres.

Service
Sample service

Choosing the right tile purely on the basis of

photos can be tricky. You can more easily judge

the quality, colour, texture, and the dessin if

you have the tile in your hands. Colour samples

and sample folders can therefore always be

requested free of obligation via your project

adviser, Customer Service, Mosa showrooms,

partners, and our website.

Documentation and personal advice

From design to implementation, you can turn

to Mosa at every stage of the process for

inspiration, production information, or advice.

Our website features a wealth of information

and resources, including references, brochures,

technical specifications, other specifications,

and much more. If you would like personal

advice, please contact our Customer Service

team or project advisers.

Design Studios and distributors

Mosa has its own Design Studios in Maastricht,

Amsterdam, and London where designers,

architects, and clients can come to experience

the look and feel of our entire tile collection.

Alternatively, you can go to one of our

distributors. Our website will provide more

information on the distributors near you.
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Royal Mosa 
Meerssenerweg 358 
P.O. Box 1026
NL-6201 BA Maastricht 
T +31 (0)43 368 92 29  
info@mosa.nl
www.mosa.com

facebook.com/mosatiles

twitter.com/mosatiles

linkedin.com/company/royal-mosa

instagram.com/mosatiles

pinterest.com/mosatiles

Any questions?
We set high standards for the advice and

support provided to our clients. This means

that we actively aim for dialogue and that we

are interested in what interests you. This forms

the basis for good cooperation. We are happy

to contribute ideas and suggestions to make

things as easy as possible for you. We are a

partner, from the beginning to the end of the

building process. Our Customer Service

employees and your project adviser are always

ready to assist you.

mosa.com/contact

Customer Care International

T +31 (0)43 368 92 29

Customer Care France

T +33 (0)1 86 65 08 88

Customer Care United States

T +1 212 729 6332
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